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Abstract
Purpose Digital media has brought a revolution, making the world a global village. For people who are visually impaired 
and people with visual and hearing impairment, navigating through the digital world can be as precarious as moving through 
the real world. To enable them to connect with the digital world, we propose a solution, Haptic Encoded Language Frame-
work (HELF), that uses haptic technology to enable them to write digital text using swiping gestures and understand the 
text through vibrations.
Method We developed an Android application to present the concept of HELF and evaluate its performance. We tested the 
application on 13 users (five visually impaired and eight sighted individuals).
Results The preliminary exploratory analysis of the proposed framework using the Android application developed reveals 
encouraging results. Overall, the reading accuracy has been found to be approximately 91%, and the average CPM is found 
to be 25.7.
Conclusion The volunteering users of the HELF Android application found it useful as a means of using the digital media 
and recommended its usage as an assistive technology for the visually challenged. The results of their performance of using 
the application motivate further research and development in the proposed work to make HELF more usable by people who 
are visually impaired and people with visual and hearing impairment.

Keywords Haptics · Blind · Visually impaired · People with visual and hearing impairment · Vibrotactile · Assistive 
technology

1 Introduction

The use of touch as a mode of communication was proposed 
by Geldard in the twentieth century [1, 2]. Touch sensation 
can be an effective method for interaction and perception. 
People with eyesight often do not realize the extent to which 
the sense of touch is useful in knowing about surroundings. 
They perceive the surroundings mostly with their eyes and 

ears. On the other hands, people who are visually impaired 
are bound to use their non-visual senses in their daily life 
activities. These non-visual senses include hearing/audition, 
taste, smell, and touch. In the absence of visual ability, the 
sense of hearing is primarily used [3]. However, speech feed-
back may not be very useful in public places and other noisy 
environments [4]. The use of tactile senses [5] can be ben-
eficial for the people who are visually impaired and people 
with visual and hearing impairment. The usage of sense of 
touch has evolved through the years to guide humans about 
surroundings through the reception of non-visual stimuli 
like pressure, pain, and changes in temperature guiding the 
movement in the space around and also about positioning 
and movement of the limbs [6]. Haptic technology combines 
the use of the tactile senses with the field of computer sci-
ence and engineering [7].

Jones and Sarter [8] provide a comprehensive guidance on 
the usage of tactile displays for human–computer interaction. 
One of the seminal contributions in the area of usage of haptics 
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for people with visual impairment is the work of P. Bach-Y-
Rita et al. [9].

Vibrotactile devices have been used mainly for guiding 
the directions while walking or other complex navigational 
tasks for the visually disabled [10]. People who are visually 
impaired develop sharper working memory [11] and have bet-
ter tactile acuity than that of sighted people [12] [13].

People who are visually impaired can use screen readers 
and text-to-speech converters for accessing the web. Such 
accessible technologies can be helpful, but they can obstruct 
their sense of hearing.

In this work, we intend to provide accessibility of the digital 
world to people who are visually impaired and people with 
both visual and hearing impairment, by presenting a frame-
work (HELF) based on the principles of vibration patterns. 
This can enable people with visual impairment to understand 
and read digital text on their screens using different patterns 
of small vibration pulses and long vibration pulses. Simple 
swiping gestures can be used for the digital text using HELF. 
Reading and writing using HELF may initially entail time and 
patience to learn, but can be highly beneficial once learned. 
HELF can potentially be an effective way of communication 
for our intended users and can enable them to get conveni-
ent access to the digital world. We developed a new haptic 
language for the framework (named HELF Script) instead of 
using braille or any such language already available for people 
who are blind, because digital braille is difficult to recreate in 
terms of development as well as usage without the need of any 
extra hardware. Also, braille typing is prone to errors when 
used with flat touch screens of smartphones. The HELF Script 
developed, on the other hands, can be more accessible, as it 
can conveniently use the existing haptic hardware present in 
modern smartphones without using any external hardware or 
device apart from the user’s smartphone.

We evaluated the performance of HELF as a framework 
using the HELF-based application by assessing its application 
and ease of usage on both the visually impaired and sighted 
volunteers.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 highlights the related work. In Sect. 3, we explain the 
working of HELF. Section 4 further elaborates on the work-
ing of HELF through Android application and explains the 
set up for testing of the application. The results are presented 
in Sect. 5. Section 6 mentions the threats to validity of the 
presented results. The last section concludes the paper and 
gives the directions for future extension of the presented work.

2  Related work

The use of haptic devices for the visually impaired is quite 
relevant. Most of the assistive technologies designed for 
them make use of touch as the sensory substitution of 

vision. The book [14] lays emphasis on the touch skill 
ability of the people who are visually impaired and advo-
cates the usage of haptic devices for perception.

To help the deaf-blind individuals, a variety of tactual 
communication methods have been employed serving as 
a substitute for vision and/ or hearing. These methods 
include the Tadoma method of speech reading [15], the 
sign language [16] and the tactually receiving the finger-
spelling [17].

Geldard [2] developed a method of communication 
through touch named ‘vibratese.’ It comprises tactile 
equivalents of the 45 basic elements of the English lan-
guage. However, vibratese is no longer used due to una-
vailability of much literature.

Fritz et al. [18] demonstrated a haptic visualization sys-
tem. They rendered mathematical data in a form that can 
be understood by people who are visually impaired using 
a haptic environment for data visualization.

Sjöström et al. [19] gave an insight into the efforts of 
using haptics for providing new computer interaction tech-
niques to design assistive technologies for the people with 
visual disabilities. They have elaborated on the PHAN-
ToM and other devices.

Zajicek and Powel [20] describe web chat as a text-to-
speech service for reading out the contents of a webpage 
to enable people who are visually impaired to get access 
to the web content.

Avizzano et al. [21, 22] modified the GRAB system 
(a European project), by accumulation of a haptic device 
and audio commands to enable the visually challenged to 
explore the 3D world through touch and audio commands 
help.

Pascale et al. [23] proposed the usage of haptic devices 
with the second life (A Virtual world: product of Linden Lab 
of California) that can potentially help the visually impaired 
to get access to the virtual world.

Flores et al. [10] gave a vibrotactile belt to enable them to 
get haptic directional information to blind walkers.

An idea to enable reading braille on mobile devices with 
touch screens was presented [24]. The authors gave three 
interaction methods using temporal tactile feedback to 
enable reading of six dot braille characters on touchscreen 
devices without any additional display attached to it.

Pawluk et  al. [25] conducted a survey of behavioral 
research which can directly impact the design of assistive 
technology using haptics for the visually impaired.

Chang et al. [26] developed a handheld vibrotactile device 
that when used as a sleeve on the back of a mobile phone 
was able to convert the hand pressure into vibrational inten-
sity to enable real-time interpersonal communication over a 
tactile channel. The device developed is bi-directional, that 
is, both the users were able to send as well as receive signals 
simultaneously.
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Murphy and Darrah [27] created twenty computer appli-
cations (apps) for the visually impaired to enable them to 
better learn maths and science. These apps incorporated 
computer haptics, high contrast visuals, and auditory 
prompts. The analysis of testing six of these applications 
in a classroom environment shows that significant learning 
gains can be achieved by using such apps.

Reed et al. [28] developed a wearable tactile device to 
simulate phonemic-based tactile codes at the forearm. A col-
lection of distinct tactile symbols formed to symbolize 39 of 
the phonemes of the English language. Their results depict 
that ten participants could learn haptic symbols of these 
English phonemes after one to four hours of training and 
the accuracy of phoneme recognition was found to be 86%. 
The authors have recently extended this work [29] to test the 
acquisition of about 500 words on 51 participants, and the 
results depict the successful transmission of English words 
using the TActile Phonemic Sleeve (TAPS) with a reason-
able amount of effort spent in learning the phonemic codes.

The HaptiComm project makes use of haptics to support 
linguistic communications within the community of people 
with both visual and hearing impairment [30]. It is a hard-
ware and software platform that aims to serve the commu-
nity of people with both visual and hearing impairment, by 
providing them a way to use and explore their natural form 
language(s).

3  HELF overview

Since people with visually impairment and people with both 
visual and hearing impairment utilize their non-visual senses 
to interact with the world, HELF hereby uses this special 
ability to help them interact with the digital world. The pro-
posed and implemented framework resembles in working 
with the Morse codes that uses dots and dashes to denote 
symbols and letters and is conceptually similar to vibra-
tese language developed by Geldard [2]. Much literature on 
vibratese is not available, and hence, we have developed our 
own script and tried to utilize it to enable tactile communica-
tion using smart devices. The framework uses HELF script 
developed using two lengths of vibrations and gaps. The 
libraries for HELF have been designed for the English lan-
guage. The HELF framework can also be used with laptops, 
smartphones, and smart kiosks. The subsequent sub-sections 
give details of the HELF script and libraries.

3.1  HELF script

The HELF script encodes 26 English letters (A-Z) and 
numerals (0–9). The script can be extended to include 
special characters and punctuations. The HELF code is a 
dynamic vibration pattern which consists of a sequence 

of vibrations and gaps (named as HELFabets (shown in 
Table 1)). We make use of two variants of vibrations (short 
and long) and two types of gaps (letter gap and word gap) 
making one HELF code for the script. For ease, we pro-
vide a nomenclature to the HELF characters (variations of 
vibrations and gaps used). The nomenclature is provided in 
Table 2. These codes have been designed to approximate the 
inverse of the letter frequency in the English language char-
acter. The frequency of words has been used from the work 
of Jones and Mewhort [31]. The combined frequency (Com. 
Freq.) is obtained by summing the upper case frequency and 
lower case frequency of the alphabets (listed in Table 2). 
Most frequently occurring letters will have the shortest and 
easiest HELF code. (Number of vibrations patterns will 
be least and have least complex HELFabet combinations.) 
These codes can be memorized by people who are visually 
impaired and people with visual and hearing impairment. 
Once skilled in it, these codes are interpreted easily and 
thus can be effortlessly used for reading and writing using 
smartphones.

Table 2 lists the HELF codes for the alphabets and digits.

3.2  HELF architecture

This subsection elaborates the architecture of HELF. HELF 
typing explains how we can use HELF to write digital text. 
The HELF reading explains the reading of digital text using 
HELF. To use HELF with smartphones, we provide an input 
system for typing the English text using HELF script, and for 
the reading part, text is converted to HELF encoded vibra-
tion patterns.

3.2.1  HELF typing

To use HELF, a typing system has been designed that rec-
ognizes the swiping gestures and takes the desired input and 
converts it into digital text. The gestures used to designate 
the HELFabets are shown in Table 3. The users are simply 
required to memorize the HELF script and use swiping ges-
tures to provide input in the form of digital text.

3.2.2  HELF reading

We make use of vibrotactile feedback to understand digital 
text. HELFabets can be recognized by the duration of the 

Table 1  Nom of HELFabets HELF character Name

Short Vibration Do
Long Vibration Da
Character/Letter Gap Di
Word Gap De
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vibrations felt and duration of void between vibrations. A 
HELF code can be recognized by using a combination of 
HELFabets (Table 2). For instance, the HELF code for let-
ter “I” is “DoDa” that means a short vibration followed by a 
long vibration. So, users can recognize the text if they mem-
orize the vibration patterns for the HELF codes thoroughly. 
To make the reading of HELF user-friendly, the duration 
of HELFabets is kept as variable by defining four different 
options where option 4 is the easiest and consequently option 
1 being the fastest. The users can start with option 4 and 
steadily move to option 1 when the user gains proficiency. 
The value for these options is decided by the method of trial 
and error to determine the most suitable values which are 
recognizable and can be distinguished from each other. Sub-
jects were asked to try all the speed options to check which 
is the most comfortable for them to distinguish between Do 
and Da, most of the subjects choose Option 2 to be the most 
comfortable. Table 4 gives the duration of vibrations and let-
ter gap in milliseconds for different speed options available 
in the HELF Android application for reading.

4  Set up for user testing

We developed an Android application to present HELF as a 
proof of concept. We tested the application on five visually 
impaired individuals, collected and analyzed the results to 
estimate the performance of HELF.

4.1  Android application

The working of android applications is shown in Fig. 1.
As shown, the screen (Fig. 1A) on HELF testing app is 

divided into three major sections:

– HELF Reading Section: Part of the HELF application 
screen allows the trainer to enter text manually and play 
the vibration patterns for the same. The text is converted 
to HELF vibrations patterns which can be perceived by 
the user to understand the text.

– HELF Typing Section: The middle part of the HELF 
application screen allows the user to type text using 
HELF codes by swiping on the screen.

Table 2  HELF Codes

C: Character, Codes and frequency of HELF characters (UC Freq.: 
upper case frequency, LC Freq.: lower case frequency), Com. Freq: 
combined frequency

C UC Freq LC Freq Com. Freq HELF code

E 138,443 7,741,842 7,880,285 Do
T 325,462 5,507,692 5,833,154 Da
A 280,937 5,263,779 5,544,716 DoDo
O 105,700 4,729,266 4,834,966 DaDa
I 223,312 4,527,332 4,750,644 DoDa
N 205,409 4,535,545 4,740,954 DaDo
S 304,971 4,186,210 4,491,181 DoDoDo
R 146,448 4,137,949 4,284,397 DaDaDa
H 123,632 2,955,858 3,079,490 DoDoDa
L 106,984 2,553,152 2,660,136 DoDaDo
D 129,632 2,369,820 2,499,452 DoDaDa
C 229,363 1,960,412 2,189,775 DaDoDo
M 259,474 1,467,376 1,726,850 DaDoDa
U 57,488 1,613,323 1,670,811 DaDaDo
P 144,239 1,255,579 1,399,818 DoDoDoDo
F 1,00,751 1,296,925 13,97,676 DaDaDaDa
G 93,212 1,206,747 1,299,959 DoDoDaDa
Y 94,297 1,062,040 1,156,337 DaDaDoDo
W 107,195 1,015,656 1,122,851 DoDaDaDa
B 169,474 866,156 1,035,630 DaDoDoDo
V 31,053 653,323 684,376 DoDaDaDo
K 46,580 460,788 507,368 DaDoDoDa
J 78,706 65,856 144,562 DoDoDoDa
X 7578 123,577 131,155 DoDaDoDo
Z 5610 66,423 72,033 DoDoDoDoDo
Q 11,659 54,221 65,880 DaDaDaDaDa
0 DaDoDaDo
1 DoDaDoDa
2 DoDoDaDo
3 DaDoDaDa
4 DaDaDoDa
5 DaDaDaDo
6 DaDaDoDaDa
7 DoDoDaDoDo
8 DoDaDoDaDo
9 DaDoDaDoDa

Table 3  Gesture FOR HELF codes

Gesture Meaning

Left swipe Do
Right swipe Da
Single tap Di
Up swipe (De)word completion
Double tap message completion
Down swipe Backspace

Table 4  Variable speed options for reading (G- Gap between Do and 
Da)

Option 4 Option 3 Option 2 Option 1

Do-320 ms Do-240 ms Do-120 ms Do-80 ms
Da-520 ms Da-400 ms Da-260 ms Da-200 ms
G-400 ms G-350 ms G-300 ms G-250 ms
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– HELFabet Speed Control: The bottom part of the screen 
allows the trainer to select the speed option at which the 
HELF output is displayed for each HELFabet from avail-
able speed options (shown in Table 4).

For writing the letter ‘E,’ the swipe direction is left and 
then followed by a tap (Fig. 1B). A tap here indicates the end 
of HELF code for a character to be typed. To type the letter 
‘T,’ the user needs to swipe right and then tap the screen 
(Fig. 1C). To type space between the words, the user needs 
to swipe up (Fig. 1D). Swipe down gesture is for backspace 
(Fig. 1E). Double tap is to read out the typed text using 
text-to-speech (intended for visually impaired) and make the 
screen ready for next input (Fig. 1F).

4.2  Testing of the application

All authors tested the application thoroughly before actual 
testing by the volunteering participants. Participants 

included eight sighted people and five visually impaired 
users. The sighted individuals are from a technical institute 
who voluntarily participated for testing of HELF application. 
The five visually impaired users who voluntarily participated 
in testing of the applications are member of the Blind Relief 
Association in New Delhi, India. Participants needed to be 
15 years of age or older and understand the basics of English 
language.

Before the testing phase, participants were required to 
undergo a basic training, wherein they were required to learn 
the HELFabets and HELF codes. The pre-training was con-
ducted in the presence of a researcher along with a team of 
three researchers to help with training and data collection. 
The visually impaired users were pre-trained and thereafter 
underwent the testing phase in a room at the Blind Relief 
Association, New Delhi. Sighted users are graduate students 
of a technical institute; hence, they underwent the training 
and testing phase at their institute itself. During the pre-
training phase, the visually impaired subjects were recited 

Fig. 1  Using HELF Android 
application
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the HELF codes for each character and using HELF mobile 
application, subjects typed the HELFabets on their phones, 
following which, they were asked to practice and memorize 
the HELF codes. Volunteers made sure that subjects were 
trained enough for actual testing by giving them a few easy 
word phrases to type. This process was conducted for two 
days, to make them understand the overall working of the 
application. After two days of pre-training, four out of five 
visually impaired users themselves volunteered to move to 
the testing phase. The fifth visually challenged user was 
then convinced that they were ready to undergo the training 
phase.

In Level 1 training, participants were required to learn 
the codes of E to L ((shown in Table 2) as they were shorter 
and easy to learn) and understand and memorize the gestures 
shown in Table 3. Level 2 training requires learning of all 
the codes shown in Table 2. Level 3 required the learning of 
codes for digits 0–9.

For testing the application after the training phase, three 
testing modules were designed to evaluate user performance. 
The writing module was taken first where the subjects were 
asked to type the phrases from each module. The results 
were noted based on time taken by the subject to type each 
phrase correctly by the subject based on which the CPM 
was calculated later. The subjects themselves got to know if 
the typed character is absolutely correct or not, by listening 
to the announced character typed by text-to-speech mod-
ule used in the test HELF Android application. The reading 
module was given later followed by a short break after the 
writing test. We have counted only the absolutely correct 
words to calculate the CPM score, so even if one alphabet 
goes wrong in the desired word, we waited for the user to 
correct it and the correction time was also included in the 

CPM. Appendix I shows the three modules used for assess-
ing the usage of the proposed framework using the applica-
tion developed. The testing data for the reading and writing 
module were collected for content analysis. The reading part 
of the application could be best tested by people who have 
both visual and hearing impairment. This, however, required 
training such users, which in turn required skilled profes-
sionals. Also, due to the pandemic (Covid-19) situation, we 
were unable to test it on people with both visual and hearing 
impairment.

5  Results and analysis

The participants’ performance during the testing of the 
HELF application was thoroughly recorded and analyzed. 
The performance analysis was done for both writing and 
reading the HELF codes. The test sheets used for evaluation 
of the usage of the HELF using the android application are 
shown in Appendix 1.

Table 5  shows the recorded results of using the HELF 
application by the volunteers (Table 5 for sighted volun-
teers and Table 6 for visually impaired volunteers). Figure 2 
presents the analysis of the recorded results in a graphical 
manner. The bar graph presents the performance of partici-
pants. The horizontal axis represents the modules or number 
of characters required to read and write using HELF. The 
vertical axis represents the number of percentage accuracy 
of reading, and the average characters per minute (CPM) 
for writing of each module in the testing phase. Figures 2 
and 3 show the graphs for the eight sighted volunteers, and 
Figs. 4 and 5 show the graphs results for the five visually 
impaired users.

Table 5   Result sheet of sighted 
volunteers (CPM shows the 
characters typed in a minute for 
writing, and the score of each 
individual depicts the reading 
score)

Module Size 20 Characters 58 Characters 116 Characters

Test Cases Module 1 Module 2 Module 3
Person 1 CPM 11 12 12
Person 1 Score 20 54 111
Person 2 CPM 30 37 22
Person 2 Score 15 43 86
Person 3 CPM 12 18 10
Person 3 Score 19 46 106
Person 4 CPM 6 19 17
Person 4 Score 14 42 82
Person 5 CPM 26 35 30
Person 5 Score 19 58 113
Person 6 CPM 16 14 16
Person 6 Score 18 49 101
Person 7 CPM 24 26 28
Person 7 Score 20 56 99
Person 8 CPM 21 25 22
Person 8 Score 17 55 93
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As is evident from Fig. 2, average accuracy for reading 
in case of sighted users slightly decreases throughout. The 
plausible reason could be that Module 1 consists of charac-
ters with the easiest and shortest HELF codes, whereas Mod-
ule 2 consists of characters with HELF codes having higher 
complexity. Similarly, characters in Module 3 consist of 
numbers along with least used alphabets in English language 
which have the most complex HELF codes as compared to 
the other two modules. Hence, there is a slight linear drop 
in the reading accuracy graph. This is due to the increasing 
complexity of HELF codes with each module, which needs 
time to learn and memorize, especially in case of sighted 
people who are not accustomed to using such a system.

The writing accuracy of sighted users increases from 
Module 1 to Module 2, and then, it slightly falls (as depicted 
in Fig. 3). With Module 1, users gradually get accustomed to 
HELF gesture typing system, and as they move to Module 
2, the practice from Module 1 helps users to type faster in 
Module 2, in case of Module 3, the HELF codes are longer 
and require more swipes; hence, the graph in Fig. 3 shows a 
slight drop in the CPM for Module 3.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the average reading accu-
racy is slightly different for volunteers with visual impair-
ment as compared to sighted people, as people with visual 
impairment usually develop sharper senses with prolonged 
use, thus helping them to easily understand HELF codes 
and can easily differentiate between short haptic pulses and 
longer haptic pulses, hence getting better the reading accu-
racy as compared to sighted people. Having a close look at 
the graph, we observe a slight drop in accuracy for Mod-
ule 2, which is because Module 1 has shorter HELF codes 
and smaller words but as we move to Module 2 the word 
size HELF codes size increases drastically. As depicted in 

Fig. 5, the writing accuracy of visually impaired users ini-
tially increases from Module 1 to Module 2, as the users 
gradually get used to HELF gesture typing system and as 
they move to Module 2, practice from Module 1 helps users 
to type faster, but in Module 3, the HELF codes are longer 
and require more swipes; hence, the graph shows a slight 
drop in the CPM for Module 3.

Overall, the reading accuracy can be approximated to 
91%, and the average CPM is found to be 25.7. These 
results are comparable or even higher than the braille-
based frameworks found in the literature [32], 33. If we 
consider the average CPM of HELF shown by only visu-
ally impaired (which is quite higher than that of sighted 
individuals), then HELF shows highest typing speed 
(CPM ~ 34) as compared to Flight [32], which is a braille-
based system (having CPM ~ 33) and is much higher than 
the other similar works (having CPM ~ 12) [33]. The 
empirical analysis of the HELF shows encouraging results 
as the reading accuracy is found to be quite high, and the 
CPM in case of writing is also found to be good enough.

6  Threats to validity

The application was tested in a controlled environment 
with the participants. This section presents the threats to 
validity of the presented results.

6.1  The threats to internal validity:

The following factors related to the experimental condition 
may have affected the results of the research:

Table 6   Result sheet of visually impaired volunteers (CPM shows 
the writing score, and the score of each individual depicts the reading 
score)

Module size 20 characters 58 characters 116 characters

Test Cases Module 1 Module 2 Module 3
Person 1 CPM 24 34 32
Person 1 Score 20 55 112
Person 2 CPM 28 35 24
Person 2 Score 18 52 111
Person 3 CPM 27 31 30
Person 3 Score 19 54 109
Person 4 CPM 28 34 34
Person 4 Score 20 50 108
Person 5 CPM 30 38 39
Person 5 Score 18 56 113
Average Score 19 53.4 110.6
Average CPM 27.4 34.4 31.8

88.75%

86.84%

85.23%

83.00%

84.00%

85.00%

86.00%

87.00%

88.00%

89.00%

90.00%

Module 1 (20 Char) Module 2 (58 Char) Module 3 (116 Char)

Average Reading Accuracy of Sighted volunteers

Fig. 2  Results depicting average reading accuracy of sighted volun-
teers
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1. Participants’ selection: The participants of the study vol-
unteered to test the application and were limited in num-
ber. The application can be better tested with random 
selection of participants from various different organiza-
tions and with a larger number of participants involved.

2. Testing and training: The training phase was constrained 
by a time limit, and the testing was performed using 
three modules. Extended training and further tests can 
assure the validity of the presented results. Testing the 
application on participants with hearing and visual 
impairment could further proclaim the effectiveness and 
usability of the application.

3. Different testing hardwares: All participants were pro-
vided with different smartphones from different brands. 
Not all phones have the same haptic engines, which can 

lead to slight lag in vibrations or a significant difference 
can be felt for the intensity of vibrations.

6.2  The threats to external validity:

The following may affect the generalizability.

1. Participants’ age group: The age of the participants of 
the study is between 20 and 35 years. The participants 
were already using smartphones. So, it was easy for 
them to understand the application during the training 
phase. People of an older age group may not be comfort-
able with smartphones.

2. Participants’ experience on computer-based application: 
The participants were already comfortable with assistive 
technology-based smart applications. Not all visually 
impaired may be well-versed with it.

7  Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we presented HELF as an application for 
people with visual impairment and people with both visual 
and hearing impairment, to enable them to connect with 
the digital world. The usage of this framework can impact 
the lives of almost 30 million individuals over the world 
who are currently devoid of the expanse of resources that 
the World Wide Web can provide smartphones and other 
such devices. The use of HELF can empower the visu-
ally impaired to be socially connected to their loved ones 
without impacting their capacity to listen and be vigilant 
when in public. The application can be a great support for 
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teers
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people with both visual and hearing impairment (referred 
to as deaf-blind people).

The preliminary analysis of HELF as an Android appli-
cation gave encouraging results. The users (both sighted 
and visually impaired volunteers) found the presented 
framework usable as a mode of communication.

Future work includes the following:

• Conduct longitudinal study of the proposed work, 
wherein more visually impaired users as well as users 
who have both visual and hearing impairment can be 
involved, so as to congeal the capacity and effective-
ness of usage of the HELF for such users.

• Hardware modules can be developed for deploying 
HELF with devices which do not have haptic engines 
and/or touchscreen interfaces.

• Developing a library or an application programming 
interface (API) module of text to HELF code to enable 
developers to use HELF with any mobile application.

• Developing a third-party keyboard for android and iOS 
users with HELF input gestures.

• Developing a smart watch application for Android 
Wear OS and Apple Watch OS to allow typing using 
gestures from smart watch.

Appendix

HELF Test sheet
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Module 1

Phrase Writing 
result

Reading result

HI

ANT

RAT

NINE

HELL

TOSS

Module 2

Phrase Wri�ng result Reading result

HI ITS ROSS

ROSS IS TALL

HELLO ISHAN

LETS EAT A ROLL

Module 3
Phrase Wri�ng result Reading result

JOHNY JOHNY

YES PAPA

ARE YOU EATING SUGAR

TELLING LIES

I AM THERE 4 U ALWAYS

I HAVE 300 DOLLARS NOW

I OWE YOU 1826 RUPEES
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